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ALL-IN-ONE HARDWARE + SOFTWARE SOLUTION

3U rackable Video Server

PTZ touret cameras



VIDEO FILMING FULLY AUTOMATED

The system is connected 
to the audio conferencing 

system over IP and 
receive in real time the 
speaking information.



VIDEO FILMING FULLY AUTOMATED

The system is integrated with major 
audio-conferencing manufacturers.



VIDEO FILMING FULLY AUTOMATED

Each microphone is covered by different angles of shots 
with the PTZ cameras installed in the conference room.



VIDEO FILMING FULLY AUTOMATED

Depending of the speaking situation, the 
Artificial Intelligence of filming chooses 
the right shot.
The video filming is rich and dynamic. 
Speaker titling is automated also.
You can define banks of presets to have a special bunch of angles 
depending of the show.



VIDEO FILMING SEMI AUTOMATED

At any time, you can take 
control of the speaker 
video coverage by clicking 
on a microphone.
The AI turns into pause mode 
and will provide the shots that 
match to it.
You also can adjust a shot 
during the live session.
That is the SEMI-AUTO mode.



VIDEO FILMING MANUAL

With STUDIO add-on, at 
any time, you can switch to 
MANUAL mode to have a 
complete control of the 
video filming.
This is useful for musical live 
session or big shows with 
dedicated video human 
ressources.
An extra license of MULTICAM STUDIO is 
needed.



GRAPHICS AUTOMATION

You can create your custom graphic scenes (panels, PiP, 
Medialist, etc…) and store to one of the 5 available slots.



RECORDING, LIVE STREAMING & PODCASTING

After live session recording,  
the video publication can be automated according to 

your specified broadcasting Workflow.



RECORDING, LIVE STREAMING & PODCASTING

Multicam Systems are compatible with the major video plateform.  
We are compatible with Facebook Live!

It manages FTP uploading also.





EXTERNAL CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM

You can send commands  
to the system with our API : 
• Start/Stop recording/streaming, 
• Display a specific scene, etc… 



FLEXIBLE INTEGRATION

The standard CONF system is dedicated for 5 cameras inputs. 
If you need more video inputs, we recommend the use of a 
BlackMagic smart videoHub that can grab up to 40 cameras.
This external device help us also to manage multiple rooms with just one system.



MULTIPLE OUTPUTS

The standard CONF system has HDMI + HD-SDI outputs. 
You also can stream over the local ethernet IP the live output to 

any other computer with NDI technology.
With this feature, it is very easy to display the live program to a set of  TVs.

It also can be used to ingest the output of a Multicam system to another.



More information : 
www.multicam-systems.com

FULLY AUTOMATED  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http://www.multicam-systems.com

